
HOW TO USE THE FAST FILL MACHINE
Place the stabilization mat on your work surface.

Set the vibration table on top of the mat so that all of the table’s legs are within the fibrous 
area of the mat.

Plug the vibration table into the switched extension cord. Plug the cord into a power outlet.

Place the cartridge on the surface of the vibration table; set the lid/riser and tamping tool 
aside for now.

Select the cones or tubes that correspond with the size/type of cartridge you’re using. Fill 
the cartridge holes with your empty pre-rolls.

Turn the vibration table on using the switch on the extension cord and begin filling the top 
of the cartridge with your material.

Use the included tamping tool to pack your material during operation.

Once your pre-rolls are nearly full, turn the vibration table off. Make sure to leave some 
empty space at the top of each cone/tube to allow for twisting or folding.

Gently lift the cartridge at an angle and place the lid/riser on the vibration table, sliding it 
underneath the cartridge. Place the cartridge back down.

Rotate the cartridge while pressing it down on the lid/riser until it nests into the bottom of 
the cartridge. This will lift your freshly filled pre-rolls for easier handling and removal.

Remove each pre-roll from the machine and twist or fold the end to finish!
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Our filling machines can be cleaned with hot water up to 130º F. We recommend using an 
isopropyl (rubbing alcohol) and salt mixture, commonly used to remove plant resin and 
residue.  Please do not expose our machines to temperatures over 130º F, leave outdoors in 
direct sunlight, or clean in a dishwasher. Repeated washings in a dishwasher will warp the 
cartridge over time.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS


